
World War I   
LIVE ACTION ROLE PLAY 

Challenge 5:  Imperialism in Armythia 

 

CHALLENGE 5 FOCUS

1.) What was the main idea of the lesson today?  In other words what was the theme of the 
activity in Challenge 5?

Name:  ____________________________  Homeroom:  _____________________  Date: ______________

CHALLENGE 5:  VOCABULARY
Match the Challenge 5 terms with their correct definition or description.  
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Term Definition or Description

2.) the belief in freedom and equality between people

3.) taking over a weaker nation and providing them with culture and 
education

4.) your rank, influence, or importance as seen by others; how admired you 
are

5.) going into another nation with your military with the intent to conquer 
or take over

6.) to make a region or territory a part of your nation

7.) civilized: someone who is not wild or savage; an educated person who 
uses self control and understands their culture

8.) undeveloped: a nation that is behind  in industrialization, education, 
living standards, healthcare, technology, and culture

9.)
imperialism: a policy or belief that a nation should expand its territory 
by taking over other nations to rule them and take their natural 
resources



 

CHALLENGE 4:  THINK ABOUT IT!
Why do nations practice imperialism?  What reasons did nations have for becoming involved in 
imperialism?
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Term Definition or Description

10.) a group of countries or regions that are controlled by one ruler or one 
government

11.) a nation that has other nations under its control

12.) a region or area of land under the authority or protection of a nation

13.) an area under the control of a mother country, whose purpose is to 
provide resources to help the mother country

14.) form of government where the citizens themselves hold power by 
electing officials to represent them

15.) staying out of conflicts and political affairs with other nations



What are the benefits of building an empire?

What are the drawbacks of building an empire?

Fill in the blanks with the correct words to complete the statement.  Use Challenge 5 to help you.

The governments over the major nations of Armythia all worked to build 

loyalty and devotion among their citizens by promoting 

_______________.  The loyal and devoted citizens of the major 

nations trusted their governments and supported their governments when they 

adopted the policy of _______________ to build and expand their 

militaries.  When large militaries did not gain government leaders in the 

major nations the prestige and power they had hoped for, leaders began 

using their large militaries to invade weaker nations and take their natural 

resources when they adopted the policy of _______________.
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